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Chinese Thought Pattern

Is Chinese Thought Pattern
Linear, Circular or Both?

The thought pattern of English is dominantly linear in its development

(Kaplan, 1980). An English expository paragraph usually begins with a topic

statement and is followed by a series of subdivisions of the topic statement,

each supported by examples and illustrations. The English paragraph may also

use "the reverse procedure" (Kaplan, 1980, p. 402); it may state a whole series

of examples and then relate them to a single statement at the end of the para-

graph. "The English paragraph development may be discursive, but is never

digressive" (Kaplan, 1980, p. 403); everything in the paragraph contributes to

the central idea.

Kaplan (1980), studying inter-cultural thought patterns, found that in

some languages such as some oriental writing, the writing is marked by indi-

rection which means the development of the paragraph may be said to be

"turning and turning in a widening gyre" (p. 406). He, therefore, concludes

that each language and each culture has a paragraph order unique to itself and

that sequence of thought and grammar are related in a given language.

Reynolds (1993) further points out that ". . . the Chinese education system

teaches a specific cultural rhetorical pattern, namely one that tends to be circu-

lar, which conflicts with the straight line of the Aristotelian form" ( p. 475).

Mohan and Lo (1985) point out that Chinese students develop the ability
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Chinese Thought Pattern

to use alternative patterns to the circular one because they are taught to use

larger organization patterns later. In a study in Hong Kong, they also found

that many Chinese academic organizational patterns are similar to those taught

in English.

Research findings on Mandarin Chinese reading processes have also

shown that Chinese readers might at first engag2 in a different perceptual pro-

cess in processing Chinese characters (Chang, Hung & Tzeng, 1992; Tzeng &

Wang, 1983). However, in processing s:tort stories, there are no fundamental

differences between readers of English and Chinese as far as the basic reading

process is concerned (Tien, 1983). Siu (1986) found that the processing of the

Chinese texts at the macro level was similar to that of English material: both

are affected by the semantic coherence in the structure.

The p irpose of this paper is to investigate whether the Chinese thought

pattern is circular in its development of the paragraphs in an essay or is simi-

lar to English which is dominantly linear in its development of paragraphs.

For the purpose of this investigation, 19 short essays written by Chinese mid-

dle school students on the topic "Dreams for My Future" and are published in

the Yio Shu (Lion Cubs) Magazine (1992) for Chinese young readers, are se-

lczted for the analysis of the thought patterns. The secondary students were

chosen for their ability to write more sophisticated essays, greater stability in

writing style, and less contact with reading essays written in English or other
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Chinese Thought Pattern

foreign languages which may interfere with their Chinese writing style or
paragraph development. These 19 short essays are judged to be very repre-
sentative because they were written by Chinese middle school students who are
considered to be good writers and were selected from among the middle
schools throughout Taiwan.

Methods Used in Analyzing the Writing Samples

Singer and Donlan (1989) described four basic paragraph structures: 1)
the deduction type of organization; the main idea is premted at the beginning
of a paragraph, with the supporting details following it; 2) the induction type
of organization; the main idea follows the supporting details; 3) paragraphs
with topic sentence presented in the middle; and 4) inferential. Despite these
four structures, it is also common to find paragraphs whose topic sentence is
presented deductively and then restated at the paragraph final position.

In this study, three native Chinese graduate students were invited to par-
ticipate in analyzing the 19 writing samples using the five paragraph
structures. The three types of paragraphs, the introduction paragraph; the
body paragraphs; and the concluding paragraph, in each of the writing sam-
ples were individually analyzed to yield a percentage of occurrence based on
the five paragraph structures. To present examples in the findings, the most
representative sample paragraphs were translated into English without chang-
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Chinese Thought Pattern

ing the location where the topic sentenw was presented (See Appendix A).

Findings

Introduction paragraph There are 19 introduction paragraphs in the in-

troduction position. The topic sentence in the introduction falls into two cate-

gories: the topic sentence clearly stated and the topic sentence not stated.

A. The topic sentence clearly stated:

There are four ways or in three different positions that the Chinese

middle school writers use in placing the topic sentence in the introduction

paragraph.

1. The topic sentence is the introduction paragraph. 5.26 percent of the

middle school writers introduce the topic this way. For example:

To be an archaeolQgjailiusirgam.

2. The topic sentence appears at the paragraph initial position. 21.05

percent of the middle school writers place the topic sentences at this position.

For example:

I have made up my mind to be an athlete since I was a little

child. Just look at the prevalence of the baseball sports. If I

could have a competition on the field in front of thousands of

people, I would feel very proud and honored.

3. The topic sentence appears in the paragraph middle position. 10.53
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Chinese Thought Pattern

percent of the middle school writers place the topic sentences at this position.

For example:

When I was a little child, I had read many books or stories

which described about famous astronomers, such as Nicolaus

Copernicus. . . Therefore. I had made up my mind to be an

astronomer. I could stargaze very often and observe the

beautiful but mysterious starry sky.

4. The topic sentence appears at the paragraph final position. 21.05

percent of the middle school writers place the topic sentences at this position.

For example:

The great but unattainable crazy dreams for being the presi-

dent of a nation, or a great physician, or an inventor never

come into my mind. I do not have any big aspiration, there-

fore, I am able to embrace iry dream happily forever - to

travel around the world.

B. The topic sentence not stated or digressive:

42.11 percent of the middle school writers did not clearly state the topic

sentence in the introduction paragraph. The following three examples exem-

plify the ways most of them introduce the topic.

While pondering, I would think of the strings of beautiful

dreams, which are like bottles of good wine. (topic: Dream for
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Travel)

The author used this sentence as a paragraph in the introduction. She

did not clearly state what she would like to do for her dream for travel.

Instead, she described what her dream was like.

When I was a little child, I always talked about my dream with

my childhood friends. It is very difficult to predict what will hap-

pen to my dream in the future, however, who dares to say that my

dream will not come true? (topic: Dream for Travel)

The author did not state what his dream for traveling was about; in-

stead, he stated what might happen to his dvearn.

When a little bird has grown up, it will open its wing and fly

away into the clear sky to find its dream. I also would like to dis-

card my youthful mind, and as a full-fledged bird, soar into the

sky of my dream; full of hope and wishes. (topic: Dream for

Future Career)

The author did not directly state what was the career in her dream in

the introduction paragraph; instead, she used a simile to state why she would

like to have a dream for her future career.

Body paragraphs The number of paragraphs included in the body

varies from author to author. Two paragraphs are the most common length.

The analysis includes 28 paragraphs that appeared in the body. There are four
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Chinese Thought Pattern

places that middle school authors use to place the topic sentence.

1 Appearing in the paragraph initial position. 53.57 percent of the

middle school writers place the topic sentences at this position. For example:

When I was a little child. I dreamed of being 'clgariaccs. The

feeling of competing with the wind is really wonderful. I like

all kinds of racing, regardless of using bicycles, motorcycles,

or cars.

2. Appearing in the paragraph middle position. 10.71 percent of the

middle school writers place the topic sentences at this position. For example:

After I read 'The Biography of Einstein', I knew that this great

genius discovered a revolutionary theory, . . . Then, I wished

that I could become a bright scientist as he was, for he knew

and discovered many theories. I have been adoring him since I

read his biography.. . .

3. Appearing in the paragraph final position. 25 percent of the middle

school writers place the topic sentences at this position. For example:

. . I have many dreams since I was a little child. I dreamed to

be a princess, to be able to fly, and to mee with ETs. . . .

However, as I have grown older and older, I realize that these

dreams would not come true. Now. I have a more realistic

dream - to be a traveler.
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4. The topic sentence appears at the paragraph in initial position and is

restated at the paragraph final position of the paragraph. 3.57 percent of the

middle school writers place the topic sentences at this position. For example:

I dream to be a traveler, for I could visit the scenery or the

wonderlands in the myth and understand the custom around the

world . . . I also want to visit the vast oceans and the endless

beaches . . . I even want to travel to the other side of the world

to see whether the magic kingdoms in `Jing Hwa Yuan' are real-

ly existing . . . To travel around the world has long been the

dream that has fascinated me.

The remaining 7.14 percent of the samples had paragraphs that the

topic sentence is absent, however, the readers can infer the main idea of the

paragraphs.

Concluding paragraph The analysis has revealed two types of strategies

that have been used to conclude an essay.

1) digressive or not tied to the topic. 73.68 percent of the middle

school authors use this strategy. For example:

I believe that to be an athlete one should not pursuit the enjoy-

ment of money and materials but should exercise his/her body and

mind in order to transcend himself/herself. (topic: Dream to Be

An Athlete)
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Dream is the dynamics of ones success. People make progress

because they continuously pursuit their dreams. I hope I can

achieve my dream; thus, I could benefit all human beings. (topic:

Dream for Future Career)

2) Closely tied with the topic. 26.32 percent of the middle school

writers use this strategy. For exampk::

Many years later, I will look back again and will realize that I was

crazy and ridiculous when I was young. However, I will not re-

gret about what I had written. After all, nothing could replace

my dream for being a writer. (topic: Dream for Future Career)

Suddenly, a question flashes up on my mind - 'Where should I

travel first?' Let me think about it later!" (topic: Dream for

Travel)

Table A contains summaries of the percentages of the locations where

the topic sentences appear in the introduction paragraph and the body para-

graphs and the paragraph development considered to be circular or digressive.
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Table A: Percentages of Topic Sentence Location

Types of
paragraphs

Locations
of main idea

Introduction
Paragraph

Body
Paragraphs

Conclusion
Paragraph

Main idea stated: 57.89% 92.86% --

1. One short
sentence as a
paragraph

5.26% 0% 10.5%

2. Paragraph
initial 21.05% 53.57%

3. Paragraph
middle 10.53% 10.71%

4. Paragraph
final 21.05% 25%

5. Paragraph
initial & final 0% 3.57%

Inference
needed 0% 7.14%

Digressive 42.11% 0%

Relevant to topic -- 26.32%

Digressive or not
tied to the topic

-- 73.68%

Total
100% 100% -

Note: -- means not calculated or not analyzed.
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Discussions

The results of the analysis indicate that the thought patterns of the

Chinese middle school writers are not completely circular in developing a

paragraph. In most cases, the writers developed the paragraphs following the

same thought pattern as often seen in English texts. The results indicate that

some writers may be digressive or circular in developing paragraphs; howev-

er, the digression does not occur randomly. The types of paragraphs such as

the introduction paragraph or the concluding paragraph are where most of the

writers have digressed or become circular.

The results have shown that there is a tendency for the writers to be-

come digressive or circular in developing the introduction paragraph. This is

consistent with Liu's (1983) classroom observation that digression is the most

comm m problem for most Chinese pupils and many elementary school stu-

dents are unable to specify the main ideas and are unable to gather information

in writing.

The great number of the writers, 42.11 percent, who were digressive in

the introduction paragraph indicate,' that it is possible that the Chinese teachers

teach the students to use a particular style in introducing a topic. It is possible

that many of the Chinese elementary or middle school teachers teach the stu-

dents to begin an essay (or in Chinese term, to break a topic) by using more
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ornate or literal wording or sentence structures. It may also be influenced by

the Chinese traditional view of dealing with people which is that being less

direct is considered more polite and is a way of handling business.

Other factors, such as the audiences, may influence the writers' being

circular or digressive. Moore (1990), in a study of the effects of audience on

letter writing of fifth, eighth, and twelfth grade students, found that when

writing to low intimacy audiences of the teacher and administrator, the stu-

dents provided more support for their arguments, used more complex syntax,

and wrote a content that was higher in quality and more coherent. This analy-

sis also finds that Chinese proficient writers write more elaborately and they

are able to place the main idea of a paragraph at the initial position or restate

the main idea at the final position in different wording.

The teachers' literacy-learding style might also unconsciously influence

the pupils in the writing classrooms. In Taiwan, all college Chinese literature

majors (most of them may become classroom teachers) are required to read

and use the Chinese written classical language (wen-yen) (Foster & Purves,

1991) which is a very ornate and circular writing style. Furthermore, being

able to use the wen-yen style is considered more literate, and well-educated

people tend to use less punctuation (Yang, 1971). This has also been reflected

in choosing reading selections for secondary school and elementary school

readers. Liu (1983) points out that reading selections for school readers are
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often too ornate in wording and too elegant in phrasing.

The great percentage of the writers who used a more direct thought pat-

tern in developing the introduction paragraph and the body paragraphs indi-

cates that the middle school writers understand the writing stategies and the

importance of attracting the attention of the readers by placing the topic sen-

tence in an obvious location. It also indicates that the thought pattern of

Chinese writers is not always circular.

A majority of students, 73.68 percent, who were digressive in conclud-

ing an essay may be related to the ideology of the political propaganda. This is

reflected in the Chinese traditional view of evaluating the usefulness of a con-

duct or an effort which has to be related to the concept of contribution to the

common good of the society in general. It may be also an influence of the

teachers' view in concluding a piece of writing.

Limitations and Eurther Studies

The findings of this research are only based on the analysis of the mid-

dle school students' descriptive writing. Most of the writings are considered

to be written by good middle school writers. Although the findings indicate

that the Chinese thought pattern in developing the paragraphs of an essay is

not completely circular, to make a definite conclusion about the Chinese

thought pattern, the following factors should be further researched:
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1. Since school teachers influence students' writing, there is a need to

analyze the Chinese school teachers' thought pattern in developing paragraphs;

especially when considering the audiences in different types of text structure

such as antecedendconsequent, comparison, description, response, and time

order.

2. Since reading the classical writings is the major requirement for

most college Chinese majors in Taiwan, research is needed to analyze how the

classical Chinese writing has been developed in different types of text struc-

ture.

3. There is a need to find out how the awareness of audiences in writ-

ing influences Chinese students in Taiwan in developing essays of different

types of text strwAure.

Implications

Reading and writing share many of the same characteristics; both are

language and experience based, both require active involvement from lan-

guage learners, and both must be viewed as acts of making meaning for com-

munication. Re'ading and writing both involve audience and purpose. As

Tierney and LaZansky (1980) have suggested, readers must think about writ-

ers, and writers must think about readers. Writing is intended to be read.

Therefore, student writers should be instructed to consider the readers; they
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should learn to use a set of consistent writing conventions which can be shared

by the readers.

In learning a different language, the thought patterns between the native

language and the target language should be specified in order to facilitate

reading and writing instruction. As in teaching English as a foreign or second

language to Chinese people, the teachers should understand the Chinese

thought pattern and in what way it is different from the English thought pat-

tern. The findings of this study can provide a direction for those teachers

when instructing Chinese students to read and write English. The diversity in

developing the introduction paragraph may challenge the teachers. However,

the teachers should understand why a Chinese student always fails to write a

paragraph that, to a native English speaker, is irrelevant to the topic.
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Appendix A

The following Chinese passages are the original versions translated into
English that appear on pages 3 to 7. The number that appears before each of the
following passages is the sequence of the English translated version that appears
on pages 3 to 7. (Chinese reads from top to down then right to left)
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